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AN ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THE BIEBERBACH CONJECTURE
FOR THE SIXTH COEFFICIENT

BY MlTSURU OZAWA

In our previous paper [2] we proved the Bieberbach conjecture for the sixth
coefficient. Our proof did not lie on the elementary level, since we made use of
Jenkins' inequality there. In this note we shall give an elementary proof of the
Bieberbach conjecture for the sixth coefficient.

In the sequel we shall make use of the same notations as in [2]. From the
methodological point of view there is nothing new in this note. Indeed we shall
use the same method as in [2].

In [2] the main part was proved in the elementary method. Indeed we did
not use Jenkins* inequality in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. Hence to give an elementary
proof is rather trivial to the present author.

Section 6 was devoted to the case 1̂ 1̂.6, ^2^1/10. Then we have by the
area theorem

which is better than Jenkins' inequality

<r6< 1.005.

This remark enables us to bring our proof into the elemetary level by slight modi-
fications. And we can borrow the same estimations as they were in [2].

Section 7 was concerned with the case l^p, 1/10^&2^5— 2*/~5. Again the
area theorem gives a better inequality than Jenkins' in this case. Hence we can
bring our proof into the elementary level by slight modifications and can borrow
the same estimations as in [2].

Section 8 was concerned wτith the case O^p^l, k2^5— 2\/5. In this case
the area theorem is not better than Jenkins'. Hence we need a new consideration.
In this case we have

in general. This implies that

|2/|̂ 1.1548, \y'\ ^1.1548.

There were four subcases in Section 8.
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Case 1). y^Q, &2^l/29. By starting from (A) with £=0, we have

Now we have

It is easy to prove that ψ(p)^ψ(\)= 1625.576 for O^p^l. Therefore

960 ' 960

Hence we have

-yy2 + -^ί/2+ -̂  x"+ ~α 4 o/j o

Here we put α=1.3, ^=1.4. Then the quadratic form of y, -

for O^j^l. Hence

We make the associated symmetric matrix of Q
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29^2-lLr'2 2Sp 16 \

51.6+28/>-(12/1.3)#'a 24 0

2Sp 24 86 0

\16 0 0 120.4/

It is easy to prove the positive definiteness of this matrix for O^^^l, &2^
< 0.528. Hence we have the desired result.

Case 2). ^0, k2^l/29. In this case we have

Hence we may omit them in this case. And we can apply the above estimation
in Case 1).

Case 3). y^Q, k2^l/29. The same holds as in Case 2). Hence we can apply
the above estimation in Case 1).

Case 4). y^Q, l/29^k2. Firstly we assume that 0.5^^1. We start from (A)
with £=3/2. Since

-py(2SAx'2 -15 px) = -p2y(2SAk2p-l5x) ^ 0

for 0^/>^1, &2^5-2VT<0.528, we have

with the same X as in the above case. Further

for & 2fg5—2\/5 <0.528. Since P(p)^P(ϊ)=4.4510416 for 0.5^p^l and

y *) ̂  ̂ - (0.528)172

3.75^0.6186,
^±

we have

<&„„s-(\—i7fiQΛ_^_i-_^4_|_ 9—<P yij^ VP_y2

op ^ 8

Q(β)=X+ (^2+3^2+5^+7^)- x", β>0.
"
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The coefficient of y2 is negative for 0.5^^1 and that of rf is negative by putting
/3=7.5. Hence we have

9toβ<6-Q, Q=0(7.5).

It is easy to prove the positive definiteness of Q for &2^5— 2\/5, Q^p^l. Hence
we have the desired result.

Next we assume O^^^G.5, k2^5-2*/~5. We start from (A) with B=0. In
this case

and

Hence we have

~ '^ ~ χ

-̂

b4
(15.312-1X0.25875

|A|ί <0.3635.

Since P(/>)^P(0.5)> 5.393836 for 0^/>^0.5, we have, with α

Since F(8)^0 for α=8, we have

0=0(8).

Now to prove the positive definiteness of 0 for O^
Hence we have the desired result.

^5— 2/v/~g" is very easy.
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